
Jon Glass 
	 3/24/92 

205 Lake Circle Dr., 
Tullahoma, TN 37388 

Dear "r. Glass, 

Especially because you intend to teach history I'm glad you recognize that most 

of the JFK assassination conspieacy theories are absurd. I caution you also that one must 

have proof, not mere suspicion, in believing that there was an intelligence/ anti-gastro/ 

mafia conspira0 and I believe there is no such proof. 

Because there was no real investigation there are no leads to be followed and there 

were too many who could have seen benefit from eliminating JFK or getting LBJ to be able 

to pinpoint who the assassins were by this reasoning. 

I know of no proven theory and I know that moat are made up out of nothing. Some 

of those that appear most persuasive are based on what ranges from fiction to overt 
suite 

dishonesty. :iokoe of the authors are Quite serious and some have their own agendas. 

But that these authors do believe what they write does not make it so. 

When you get around to teaching I suggest you write Dr. David Wrone, History Opt., 

Oniv of Wisconsin, Stevens feint, WI 54481 and ask him to tell you what teaching aids he 

can izovide. "e is too busy now so please do not ask him before you are teaching. 

The information you requested is enclosed. 

ood 2.uck 

Harold Weisberg 
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